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SEPTEMBER 2017
A MESSAGE FROM THE PRESIDENT
After a very restful few months from producing the magazine, were back! Tony has taken a much earned break
from his club duties and is currently (as I write) ‘sunning’ himself in Scotland.
The club has enjoyed a great time since my last writings following our show. We’ve held 4 club meetings, one of
which included a visit from Model for Heroes chairman Malcolm Childs, attended three very good models shows
and continue to work behind the scenes organising next year’s model show and our next big event – Telford.
We have managed to secure an 18 foot double depth space for this year’s Telford table which will include space
for the Typhoon restoration display, which by all accounts, will include some memorabilia as well as several
Typhoons in various scales. I’m looking forward to this year’s show as we’ll have 9 club members on hand over
the weekend. It should be a great social occasion.
On a slightly sour note, many of you will be aware that we had some items taken from the fridge at the club
house just days after the show. Items to the value of approximately £25 were removed. I stated so in the
communications book, a statement which I later discovered was removed. I have written to the administrating
local councillor, Martin Hatley requesting an explanation of the ‘theft’…3 weeks later I have yet to receive a
reply. Rest assured I’m not planning to let this one go…I’ll keep you posted.
I’ve had a modelling lull over the summer – my second bike project has progressed very little since June, so I’ve
begun constructing an aircraft kit, something I’ve not done for over 10 years. It’s been like a reawakening to
tackle something so different and with such freedom of expression required to produce a model worth looking
at; I’m really enjoying the process and the experience.
Keep enjoying our wonderful hobby…
Paul
Club President

This is the newsletter of Romsey Modellers a group of plastic modellers based in Southern Hampshire.
We cater for all modelling genres and skill levels from beginners to well-seasoned gurus.
We meet on the 1st and 3rd Wednesdays of the month from 8pm to 10pm in Ampfield, Hampshire, where
we often run workshops and club competitions but more importantly have a good chat about our hobby.
We also attend most of the local model shows, where we exhibit our member’s completed projects.
We have an open door policy so if you want to sample how we can help you get more out of your hobby
or just come and have a friendly discussion (tea and biscuits provided) please feel free to turn up – see
the last page for details or visit our web site

www.romseymodellers.co.uk
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CLUB NEWS
TANK MOD SATURDAY OCTOBER 7 TH BOVINGTON TANK MUSEUM
We are booked in for the fourth Tank Mod show to be held – we’ve
18 foot single depth, with power, presumabley in one of the rooms
close to the Fury exhibit. Since it’s inception this show (along with
the new Spring event) has proven to be a huge hit with modellers,
traders and visiting public, and is slowly growing in popularity due to
the excellent facilities within the museum and of course, all of those
fantastic tank exhibits they have. This years show boasts 37 clubs
and 14 traders.
We’ll be using the guards for this one, just to keep those wandering
hands and bags away from our hardwork. There are a limited
number of wristbands availalbe, but those exhibiting will have their
entry fee reimbursed. As some member regularly attend the
museum, they will be able to use their annual pass for entry. We’ll
sort transport arrangements at the early meeting on October 4th .

MODELS FOR HEROES
Malcolm Childs popped down to the club last month to offer a talk on his charity project, Model for Heroes. The
presentation lasted around 25 minutes, in which
Malcolm explained the idea behind the charity,
its set up, goals and aims, its future aspirations
and achievements so far. This initiative has really
found the backing from the modelling industry
and has received tremendous support both
financially and as far as donated kits and
accessories (which run well into their hundreds)
already.
It was a fascinating talk which sparked much discussion and interest from the assembled group (over 35!).
Malcolm’s enthusiasm and warm personality certainly helps to convey the message that this charity is doing
some real good for our veterans. Simply getting someone to talk after months of silence says a lot about the
effect the hobby can have. Therapeutic modelling works! A big thank you to Malcolm for his time and to the club
members for listening intently while the talk took place.
The club intend to make regular donations, whether that is through donated kits, paints, tools or cash. You can
also donate your own time at one of the modelling sessions for the veteran’s by contacting Malcolm directly via
the charity’s website - http://www.modelsforheroes.co.uk/ or you can get in touch by posting in the Romsey
group Facebook page. Malcolm is also having a table at some forthcoming model shows – so you can donate
that way if you wish too.

PHOTO EVENING
As promised earlier this year, I’ll be running another photo shoot evening at this month’s main meeting. Most
of you will know the score, but in case you don’t…bring along your pride and joy – we’ll photograph it using the
club owned lighting gear, I’ll do my bit behind the lens, and we should have a studio quality pictures to use in
the club magazine and website. You of course can get copies of the pictures of you own models on request.
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I plan to shoot for about 90 minutes, which normally allows for about 20 models, taking 4-5 frames per subject.
What will you bring?

Sean Summers rather lovely 1/48th Focke-Wulf 190

IPMS AVON SHOW – SUNDAY AUGUST 13 T H 2017
PAUL ADAMS

After a numbers of years or trying, we finally got enough interest together and secured a last minute table
(thanks to Mark) to attend our first Avon show as a club. I’ve been previuosly, displaying with Les Garagistes
around 5 years ago. I only made one show as the next year my car broke down on the M4….still the first show
was a great day out. More recently the show moved to a bigger venue and encompassed wargaming clubs too.
An early start was needed for the 110 mile journey up the A34 and across the M4 to Thornbury, just north of
Bristol. Plenty of parking spaces welcomed vistors, and when we arrived just after 8:00am, you’d of been
forgiven if you thought you were at Telford, such was the amount of clubs and traders entering the buildings.
Interest from the club was such that we had 6 members on hand which offered the chance to show off the club’s
diverse collection of models. In attendance were Russell, Keith, Mark, Tony, Lee and myself. We had a corner
table, not ideal, but in a good position within the large well lit hall. It also gave us the frontage we needed to
begin selling off the Lin Smith kit collection.

I was immediatley struck by how big the show was. Three halls, big halls, plus a competiton area, all well lit and
stuffed full of traders and clubs. Wargaming clubs numbered 10 plus which included a good number of traders
offering gaming accessories, figures and model kits. Upstairs was a good meal service, coffee, tea, breakfast rolls,
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and snacks, all at a reasonable price. Quite how IPMS Avon pull this size of event off in one day is astonishing.
Only achieved I guess by an army of helpers.
We soon settled down into a routine of popping off from the table to see to our shopping and sustenance needs.
In addition there were plenty of familiar faces around. Indeed, I met up with the lads from Les Garagistes, only
just a few rows from our own table. In the afternoon a welcome sight at our table was Les and Pauline Cooper.
Kits sales at the table went well, particulalry early on as many sought out the undertable bargains. The sheer
amount of clubs made getting around to see all of the models shown quite a task. There were some breathtaking
work on show, with many I’d not seen before, helped by clubs visiting from further afield for this event.

This outstanding burnout Stug wreck was
accompanied by another of a Panther.

The last Gunfighter - This Monogram F-8 Crusader
was converted to a C version.

I restricted my purchases to some small tools and paint, but others cracked under pressure of temptation and
slowly more kits arrived at the table during the day. Okay, so had there been a 1/32nd Tamiya Mossie at a decent
price, it would have been a different story!! The competition area offerd a chance of glory – and so Russell, Tony
and Mark ventured forth with their work. I had a good look through the entries before judging commenced, and
I reckoned they all stood a good chance of doing well. 3:00pm signalled the end of judging and so I took a look
with Mark at their results. Tony was robbed of Gold – his Shackleton was far superior to the one that won, the
winner scoring slightly more due its base. Mark bagged a third for his Sub, and Russ a third for his Sci-Fi mecha.
For me, best in show was easily a 1/35th Scammell recovery truck, but alas, it only won it’s class. Some of the
models in the competition were of a simply outstanding quality.

For me, this was Best In Show. A great subject,
thoughfully displayed, beautifully built and painted.

This Airfix Gloster Javelin was on the Avon stand and
look great in it’s bare metal finish.

The event closed at 4:00pm – and so packing up began around 3:45. We were soon fitting the display gear and
models back into the cars for the journey home. Frankly, if we don’t revisit this event next year, we need to have
a serious word with ourselves. A great day, plenty to see, many laughs at the table and good company. Thanks
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to Tony for the driving duties and the Keith, Mark, Russ and Lee for making the trip and for helping to make our
table as good as it was.

This group C sportscar trio was seen on the Les
Garagistes stand which inlcuded an ultra rare Studio
27 XJR11 Silk Cut Jaguar…

There was a good number of Sci-Fi around the show
inlcuding these super detailed Star Wars droids…R2
and R5

BOSCOMBE DOWN AVIATION COLLECTION MODEL SHOW – SUNDAY AUGUST 6 T H 2017
KARL SCAMMELL

This show is held annually at the Boscombe Down Aviation Collection museum, which is located on
Old Sarum Airfield. I left home just after 7.30am for the short journey up the A36 to Salisbury. Once
in Salisbury, it was just a case of following the ring road to pick up the Amesbury road which then
passes adjacent to Old Sarum airfield.

Table virtually complete.

Arriving just after 8,
I quickly parked close
to the museum and
wandered in to find
Luke, Mark, Malcolm
and Keith already in
attendance
and
starting to set the
table up. Richard,
Steve
and
Will
followed me closely
in, so by just after
half past eight we
had the table set up.
This allowed us
plenty of time to
have a look round
and grab a coffee (no
bacon rolls available

here, sadly) before the show opened at 10.
Our table was located in hangar 2 amongst a variety of interesting exhibits and also some airworthy
vintage light aircraft. The table benefited from plenty of natural light as the hangar roof was partly
glazed. The museum itself is located within two of the original First World War hangars that were built
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on the airfield. There were approximately twenty clubs displaying and four traders in attendance,
which meant there was plenty on the tables to look at.
The quality of the models on display on all the tables was to a high standard with the emphasis on
aircraft and armour although other genres were also represented to a lesser extent. On our table
Richard Stewart displayed his two stunning TSR2’s which were particularly relevant to Boscombe
Down as the prototypes were evaluated here before the order for these aircraft was cancelled due to
the defence cutbacks of the mid 60’s. These two models attracted much interest from those attending
the show and many positive compliments regarding them were received.
The attendance for the show seemed reasonably good with the morning and lunch time periods being
the busiest. As seems to be the case with most shows, the afternoon was quieter but this did allow
time to look at the museum exhibits or wander outside and watch the airfield activities. Just after 3pm
the competition results were announced and Malcolm gained a highly commended although we are
still not sure which of his two entered models achieved this.
With the show finishing at four and plenty of members on hand to help, packing up the table was
completed quickly. This was Romsey Modellers first visit to this show and hopefully this will become
a regular in our calendar as it was a very good event.
SOME PHOTOS FROM THE SHOW

Lovely E3 Sentry, Cold War Sig table.

Humvee and figures, Poole Vikings.

Middle East themed aircraft on the Avon IPMS table.
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Great diorama, Bovington modellers

Nice ‘dozer’, Gloucester IPMS.

Nice Sea Harrier and a lovely F105 Thunder chief.
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IPMS FARNBOROUGH MODELFEST 16 TH SEPTEMBER 2017
DAVID POGSON

Brian, Sean, Lee, Rob Lyttle, Richard and myself attended the annual Farnborough show on Sat 16/9
in the usual venue. I think this was Robs show debut. Most of us arrived about 8:30 to 9 which provided
ample time for the set up pre show start at 10 am.

Last year we had an awful pitch in a cramped corner opposite little cars stall. It became a bit of a
scrum, so forewarned Richard brought up the screens and he and Brian had the tables dressed before
the rest of us arrived. Just as well. Same spot again, though on the corner itself in an L shape. This
made conditions extremely cramped and only gave room for two to sit.
The show was quiet this year, more so than any other I've attended here. None of the usual queue at
the burger van, which was doing well as the sole food trader. Footfall was quiet and a lunchtime dip
even quieter. Just as well as our corner wasn't quite the crush as last year, but hampered by only
having two seats behind the table and no elbow room. Much standing and chatting was done at front
of house instead. Plenty of visitors came up to peruse our sale items.

The usual mix of clubs attended and a good array of vendors with some real bargains. I picked up the
new WNW triple Albatros for 15 quid cheaper than eBay and the new 1/32 Polikarpov from ICM for
£24, before the show opened!
We had a lot of kits without labels this time so a group decision was made to avoid the labels in favour
of prompting query and discussion from visitors. We certainly had a lot of interest, particularly in
Sean's Junkers J1 and Rob's foiled century series planes. By 3 pm we had sold 4 kits raising 45 quid and
Sean sold his Marmon Herrington armoured car.
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2:30 was refreshment time and Barry and Nigel joined us for a now traditional stoop of refreshing
Czech Pils, without a hint of any rowdy behaviour.....
Lots of fun was had, but we must get a better spot next year and they really, really need to do
something about the biohazard gents’ bog. It's disgusting!

ROGER DOSWELL
It was with great sadness that we heard late last month of the death of
Roger Doswell. Roger was a regular attendee of the club from 2005 until
three years ago when he moved to Wales to live with his brother. Over
the last few years he has kept it touch via Facebook where we learnt
that despite some bouts of ill health he continued to enjoy the hobby.
After a bad fall he was admitted to hospital where he unfortunately
passed away.
Roger was a skilled and prolific modeller, I remember how impressed I
was when he completed a 1/48 Wildcat on one of our Build a Model in
a day competitions.
Roger’s sister has been in touch and told me that the family plan to hold a memorial service in
Basingstoke in the near future, I will pass on the details once they are confirmed. She also suggested
that she would like to donate some of Roger’s unbuilt kits to the club – I suggested that perhaps they
could be auctioned in aid of the charities the club support, we will firm up the details shortly.
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KITASTROPHIK KOGITAT IONS
GRAY SHARPLING

A (hopefully) Regular Monthly Column
After beating myself up last month, I have managed to make some slight progress on the F-35. Hurrah!
(an article on which will be seen here next month).I do feel like I have gotten over the hump as far as
the tedious work is concerned, the issue now is mainly one of available free time. Fingers crossed I’ll
finish the darned thing in time for Telford. However I must admit to no longer really enjoying the build
any more, but sheer bloody-mindedness will get it done at some point before I move on to my next
project. Remind me to avoid all Kitty Hawk kits in future!

MILLENNIUM MINUTIAE
It’s no secret that I’m a Star Wars fan and, like many others, one of my favourite starships in the Star
Wars universe is the Millennium Falcon This month I'm going to talk a little about the original filming
models built by ILM (Industrial Light and Magic – the special effects company formed especially for
Star Wars, and that has since gone on to become the biggest and best special effects house in
Hollywood), and a couple of the newer commercially available models of that same starship. So if
you’re not into Star Wars at all, then this is the point to skip past my ramblings and on to the next
article in this issue.
The original design for Han Solo’s starship was this…

The original design for the Millennium Falcon was tweaked to become the “Blockade Runner”.

If you recognise it, you’re spot on. However, it was decided that it looked too much like the Eagle
Transporters from Space 1999, and so a new model was commissioned. The old model, with some
modifications (new cockpit areas), and a re-scaling, was re-purposed as the “Blockade Runner” seen
in the famous opening scene.
For the first movie, before it
was even sub-titled “A New
Hope”, the ILM model-shop
built a 5-foot special effects
filming model of the new
design, and half of a life-size
replica on the set for the actors
to run in- and out-of. The
model was highly detailed from
parts taken from many, many
commercially available model
kits of the day. This version had
just three sets of landing gear,
and for support the life-size set
was partially cantilevered from
the studio wall, with another support-column cunningly disguised on the set as fuelling pipes. This
worked fine for the original Star Wars movie’s needs.
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When they came to film the second movie, “The Empire Strikes Back”, the script called for more action,
both in space, and around the ship on the set. So some changes were needed. First was a complete
external set of the entire ship, not just the starboard-side, that the actors could climb all over and
around. This meant that it was not possible to cantilever it from the studio wall nor hide supports
inside fake fuel-lines. The result was a brand new ship-set that, despite actually being only about 75%
full-size, still needed more support when sat on the studio floor. So the Falcon grew an extra pair of
landing gear! Also,
due to the more
extravagant
acrobatics the model
was being asked to
perform, the old
heavy five-foot model
became
too
unwieldy,
even
though it was modified for the landing gear changes. So a brand new smaller three-foot model was
commissioned. It also had the new extra landing gear, but more importantly was much lighter for the
motion-control arms to throw around the screen. Unfortunately, the smaller size also meant that the
model was subtly different to the original, and rather less detailed. Nothing that would be noticed
on-screen due to the fast movement, but when the fan-boys saw stills, the differences were fairly
obvious – extra landing gear aside.
So basically there were two “definitive” Millennium Falcon filming models, depending on which movie
you were watching!

5-foot model with 3 landing gear bays compared to the 3-foot model with 5 landing gear.

Now to the model kits. For decades, the old 1/64 scale MPC version from 1979 was basically all we
had, but it was a terrible representation, lacking detail, clearly wrong in many key areas, and it sparked
a whole cottage-industry of after-market parts to try and accuratize it. Then in 2006 came Fine Molds.
They released a 1/72 scale model that was a work of art for the time. The detail was fantastic, the
engineering was superb, and it was far more accurate than any model of the Falcon seen before – but
it was based on three-foot version from The Empire Strikes Back with five landing gear. For a decade
now, at any of the larger scales, this has been the only worthwhile game in town; and was recently rereleased by Revell as part of their “Master Series” kits. I’m proud to have an original Fine Molds
version in my stash.
Now though, to massive excitement and anticipation, we almost have an embarrassment of riches, as
Bandai are entering the arena. The celebrated Japanese kit manufacturer have recently announced a
brand new 1/72 scale Millennium Falcon due for release this autumn. Part of their premiere “Perfect
Grade” range, it is promised to be far more detailed, and more accurate than anything that has ever
come before. It is based on LIDAR scans and over 3000 photographs that Bandai took of the original,
more detailed, five-foot filming model from the original Star Wars “A New Hope” movie - with three
landing gear. Bandai claim it is absolutely accurate to, and as detailed as, the original special effects
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filming model! From the information emerging, it is certain to be a stunning kit, light-years beyond
anything we have seen before, plus of course Bandai’s trademark perfect fit and engineering, plus
coming with in-box photo-etch and its own basic lighting kit.
Talking of which: one slightly strange incongruity is that although Bandai have supplied white LEDs for
the engine, which is correct to all versions of the original physical models, they have also supplied an
engine-grill, which was actually a CGI effect added digitally in the 1997 (and later) updates, and was
definitely not on any of the original studio models. Yes, it adds interest to what could otherwise be a
rather bland feature when not lit, but it is not strictly accurate to the original.

The physical models all had plain white engines with no visible
detail (this shot taken from “Return of the Jedi”).

For the CGI versions, the engines gained a
new grill-structure and a blue-ish colour.

This is a curious decision, given Bandai’s stated claim of this being the most accurate kit yet released.
Hopefully though, the engine grill will be able to be left-off if one wants a model truly accurate to the
pre-CGI versions of the movies? This one oddity aside, the new Bandai kit is guaranteed to be an
absolute masterclass in both detail and fit. Bandai have even gone down to the level of analysing
which donor-kit every single piece of “greebly” detailing came from on the ILM filming model, sourcing
all the original donor-kits, then reproducing the “greebly”s exactly on their new kit.

Details scans of the original donor-kit parts for the “greebly”s are reproduced exactly on the new Bandai kit.

This is Bandai’s prototype kit, not the original ILM special effects model!

And this beast has a price-tag to match. Allowing for the vagaries of exchange rate fluctuations, it’s
list-price is in the region of £300! Plus international shipping of what will certainly be a very large box,
plus the inevitable customs charges. Ouch!
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The new Bandai kit has exquisite detailing, even including the well-known battle-damage.

And before you ask, the answer is “Yes”. Rashly, I have one on pre-order already.

AIRFIX 1/24 HAWKER TYPHOON MK.IB (PART 1)
TONY ADAMS

I purchased this model 3 years ago
as soon as it was released, and after
looking in the box at the many
finely moulded parts I was keen to
get started.
The original plan was to may full
use of the intricate interior detail
and expose as much of it as
possible, removing as many panels
as possible.
I purchased a load of aftermarket
parts, including Eduard etch, brass
cannons, cloth seatbelts, replacement radiator grills, resin wheels and paint masks at the time I would
have been disappointed to know that I
would use little of them.
The very large box art

I spent some time researching the
interior layout along with what other
modellers were doing with the kit,
there were a few stunning examples
being made. My vision was produce
something like the picture on the right
which would require a lot of scratch
building

Cutaway drawing of the Typhoon
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STARTING WORK
The first task was to wash the many sprues in warm soapy water to remove any mould release agent.
I started dry fitting the cockpit components, removing them from the sprue and cleaning them up. As
I planned to have everything on view I paid particular attention to the many ejection marks that to
Airfix’s defence were generally placed in areas that wouldn’t been seen if the kit is built conventionally.

A very full box

Even cleaning the sprues was a significant undertaking

Filling ejection marks was a laborious boring task

Dry fitting the cockpit frame work

The cockpit framework was an intricate assembly consisting of many parts, careful dry assembly was
required to ensure they fitted together true. Once happy is started painting them.

The parts were painted polished aluminium

The engine firewall was painted black
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The cockpit parts painted and assembled

It was at this point that work stopped. I came up with my plan to build an electronics package which
would fit inside the model to drive the propeller and various lights based on the Onion Omega SBC ( I
have documented this in previous issues of this publication ) but as this wasn’t immediately available
I paused and got on with other projects.
Two years later I have developed the electronics and now am ready to finish this model in significantly
different form to that originally envisioned. This will be the subject of subsequent articles in the
coming months.
TAMIYA 1/48 TH MOSQUITO FB MKIV
PAUL ADAMS

I picked up this kit from the Chris Pearce collection at the
Romsey show, and for now it is satisfying a long burning
desire to build this aircraft, which has for the most part,
been re-fuelled by the release of Tamiya’s 1/32nd version
a few years ago. I long admired this handsome aircraft’s
lines – memories of watching the 633 squadron film from
1964, in which the squadron is assigned the task of
destoying a V2 rocket fuel plant, are still with me from
my childhood. And then of course, theres that theme
tune….
Tamiya’s late 90’s depiction of the aircraft is very good. Released in 1998, the kit features parts for both the
fighter bomber and night fighter versions. The kit comes with plenty of ordance to show off the fire power these
things packed. My choice was always going to be the fighter bomber version – bristling with 8 guns around the
nose and carrying 4 225Kg bombs, it would have been my choice to pilot.
I began my model by painting some spoons! I purchased some Mr Hobby lacquer paints for mid-late war RAF
aircraft at the Avon show, and so I was keen to try them out before committing them to the kit plastic. A bag of
100 spoons served as test pieces, purchased for £1 at Asda. I’ve been following a modeller on Youtube for a
while who uses a three layer (sometimes 4) blend technique for painting his models. The technique does away
with panel line shading, and provides a detailed broken up paint surface by overlaying the base colur with a
highlight tone of the same colour (lightned) or with white or grey. This adds a highlighted tone to the base colur,
over which a very thin final coat is applied to blend the highlight back in. What you end up with is subtle panel
variation which, in my opinion exceeds the effect offered by pre shading. Post shading is used as needed to add
further weathering. The control offered this way is much improved. The downside is you need some good
airbrushing control to get the mottling effect small enough to look ‘in scale’. Incidentally, the 4 layer is a further
tone – this one being a mid tone.
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Spoon test dummies: First
mottling test with Mr Hobby
Lacquer and acrylic white paint.
Thinned with IPA to 90% and
airbrushed at 10psi from around
10mm from the surface!

The variation tone is then covered
with thin layers of base colour
until the desired effect is
achieved. Note the sheen,
thinning with IPA produces a satin
finish.

My second effort using the acrylic
green and lacquer grey. I used a
mid tone on the green which
offered some futher variation.

My spoons we sanded, shot with the Mr Hobby lacquer thinned with IPA, mottled with Tamiya XF2 white thinned
with Mr Color levelling thinner, then the third layer airbrushed over in thin coats (90% thinned) to offer the
blend. I tried both lacquer and acrylic Mr Hobby paints. Both performed very well, and lay down excpetionally
easy compared to Tamiya. Both spoons were cleared with Alcad flat klear.
With a successful spoon test complete, it was onto the model. As always, the cockpit requires your attention
first. I’d purchased a zoom set from Eduard to upgrade the interior, just a little. It features belts too, which was
the main aim. I bought some Master Model machined brass guns to replace thje kit versions, which did look a
bit basic. The etch set features dashboard upgrades, so simply sanding off the required detail from the kit part
enables the pre painted etch pieces to be used. I must say, for the money (£7) this set was impressive.
The interior walls were fettled too – some hideous pin marks were present, and just in the wrong place to be
out of sight. I removed some other details, later to be replaced with etch parts. My choice of interior green was
Tamiya XF-71 which really was just a shade or two darker than it should be. I seem to recall using the same paint
on the Beaufighter I built 10 years ago. I later discovered I had both a Humbrol RAF green and an old one from
Xtra acrylix! Over the XF-71 I shot a heavily thinned coat of Tamiya X-18, semi gloss black. This was used to add
some shadow effects around the internal sturctures and to parts that would applied to the walls later. Some
highlight tone was added with Tamiya XF-60 dark yellow. The other cockpit parts were treated in the same way,
but I added some brown wash with Tamiya panel line accent colour and AK black panel liner. Both were blended
with AK thinners.
The navigators seat was painted with some dark green I’d purchased from WEM many years ago…I’ve no idea
what for!. This was post shaded with the XF-71 to add some wear to it. Other parts are underway as I write. The
wing sections are together, glueing up perfectly , with very little seam to attend to. The engine nacelles were
also excellent, but with more filler needed.

The interior walls were sprayed with XF-71 and post
shaded with thinned semi gloss black. The upgrades
are from the Eduard zoom set.

The seating area and dashboard. More shading and
washes from Tamiya and AK help lift the detail
further.

That’s about it for this month. I’m hoping to progress this enough to have it ready for Teflord…but you’ve heard
that before!
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TOMMY’S WAR CROSSLEY TENDER
LES COOPER

This kit comprises of 70+ resin parts, two
etched brass sheets, wire, decals and a nice
instruction manual.
First job was to check all parts against the
manual and a look for any areas needing
further attention later on. Having satisfied
myself that all was present and correct it was
time to remove all the casting blocks and have

a basic clean-up of parts. I used a razor saw to remove the
large blocks and cleaned up the resin seep with the scalpel
and sanding stick. I only wanted a basic clean prior to
washing as I would work closer on the parts before
assembly. Nearly two hours later we had all the blocks off
ready for a soapy wash off of any remaining release agent
and left overnight to dry.

THE CHASSIS
I thought the chassis a good place to start a
quick inspection revealed some air bubbles. I
prefer to drill these out and glue some plastic
rod through and then trim to fit after the glue
has set. There were casting seems on the
inside of the chassis beams these I cleaned
with a Tamiya chisel and a fibreglass pen
which gave a good finish. Just make sure you
clean up after using the pen.

THE ENGINE
Nine parts make up the basic engine so there is plenty
of room for adding extra detail which was my intention
so an open bonnet was going to be made which would
give the end result a bit of ‘life’. I treated the assembly
in three parts, the lower crankcase and the two cylinder
blocks. I drilled holes in the offside of the crankcase to
add some rod for bolt heads then realised it would not
be seen after the bonnet was attached. The water pump
needed the axel changing as I'm not happy with the
fragile resin one more rod to the rescue. Breather tubes
and oil pipes were added on the near side using wire
and plastic tube. The cylinder blocks had holes drill in
the top for the spark plugs and oil taps and in the
bottom mounting plates for bolt heads. Test fitting the
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blocks on the crankcase I was able to determine the location of the fan housing and the carburettor
intake. I replaced the intake tube with wire for a
better fit and strength just cutting the carburettor off
and regluing it to the wire replacement, which would
be added later. I sprayed the crankcase with Halford’s
aluminium and the cylinder blocks with Matt black
before gluing them together. There is a prominent
copper tube from the water pump on the near side
running around the front and to the offside of the
cylinder blocks. A piece of copper wire cut to length
then bent and shaped to fit did the job but it needed a
lot of patience to achieve the final appearance . The
remaining items were added along with a masking
tape fan belt and the etched brass fan and wire spark
plug leads. Detail painting finish off the complete
engine.
CHASSIS AND RUNNING GEAR
I built this section as per the instructions test fitting all parts before gluing into place. Now I had an
assembly with chassis, leaf springs front and rear axles and fuel tank all in place. There are a few rods
and cables hanging on the underneath of the chassis so all these had to be made with plastic card and
metal rod from the spares tray. The end result looking much better.

CAB AND REAR BODY
As I had already made the decision to pose the model with the bonnet up an open canopy seemed a
good idea. I was not happy with the front bulkhead which included the windscreen , it looked to heavy
so this was removed and the uprights replaced with metal rod I would replace the screen with an
acetate one cut to size then add
the frame with masking tape
which would be painted . The
remaining cab parts were glued
together ensuring straight corners
and a piece of plastic glued inside
to add strength which would be
covered by the bench seat. The
rear body is a one piece assembly I
just needed to test fit it on the
chassis to make sure of its location
along with radiator, engine and
cab.
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WHEELS AND TYRES
These consist of etched brass spokes,
resin tyres and hubs. The front wheels
having a fairly pronounced angle from
the hub to the rim and a very neat
cone shaped press is supplied in the
kit. I assembled all the wheels as per
instructions but ended with a problem,
the wheels were smaller than the
tyres. I overcame this by gluing a small
piece of plastic at 90 degree angles on
the outer edge, when fitted to the tyre
fitted perfectly the remaining gap
filled with Tamiya surface primer.
The twin tyres had a prominent moulding gap were the
casting block attached so this area would be the area touching
the ground.

A test fitting of all the
chassis parts including
the tyres seemed to
show we were going in
the right direction.

LIGHTS AND OTHER BIT S
The small lights were solid so a little work with the
Dremmel and we soon had a cavity to paint along with
some wire handles. I removed the moulded headlight
brackets with bent wire it looked so much better.
I made acetate lenses with a punch and a paint handle
cut and shaped for the headlights using heated acetate
to pull over it
then cut off.
When ready
for
gluing
these would
be glued with
Klear polish.
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The tow hitch looked weak so a wire replacement was
made before removing the resin part and gluing the new
one in place. The rear step mounts were bent and shaped
before adding plastic to the back for strength. The
steering rod had to be replaced with metal rod and the
side step had two new plastic sections instead of the resin
ones.

MUDGUARDS
The instructions showed you how to achieve relief on the top by running a pen along the marks
underneath which worked very well.
The same effect was used in the
bonnet vents. I used a round handled
pin vice to gently bend the front
mudguard to shape and when I was
happy with the first one the rest
were a little easier to bend. I now
added the mounting arms to all the
mudguards and began to test fit
these to the chassis and rear body

section.
As you can see too much fiddling and it breaks,
luckily there is plenty of spare brass to cut a piece
and glue it into place. Lesson learned don't over
fiddle.

CANOPY AND REAR COVER
I used the rear canopy as is, just covering it in tissue glued down
with PVA adding a section at the front and the rear curtains.
The cab canopy required a little more work with some plastic
strip and end sections made from spare brass. I worked out the
location for the pivot points and length of arms just needed to
find something to mould the arms to shape.
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A look over my model bench and my knife container looked
the part. I now have all my scalpels on my bench so I taped
the plastic to the body poured hot water over the corners
then cold water to set the bend. I had eight pieces of strip
and at the end I had six that looked good.

I worked out the length of the two arms cut and
glued the brass ends in place drilled a hole and
glued a piece of rod for the pivot and test fitted
both arms.

I placed the rear cover on to test fit were to place the
open front canopy then cutting some tissue to size
folding it and then gluing it with Hobbycraft tacky glue
to the arms in the relevant position . When the tissue
was dry it was gently trimmed to shape.

PAINTING
I now had a bunch of
preassembled parts ready
for painting prior to final
assembly. I used Hannants
xtracrylix faded olive drab
for the main colour. I'm not
one for exact colour
matching, if it looks right it's
ok for me. The tyres had a
coat of Revell Matt grey
number 77 and the exhaust
Humbrol silver number 11,
the brass colour being
Plasti-cote brass B33.
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ASSEMBLY AND FINISHING
This was straightforward, engine
and coupling, radiator then the
complete body section glued on
with epoxy for strength. The
exhaust was glued into a predrilled
hole and an 'S' shaped section
added from the manifold. The final
parts were added to the body
steering wheel, lights, side step,
starting handle lastly the open
bonnet. There is a nice decal sheet
so one of several markings can be
used I chose the single marking on
the front bulkhead. Weathering
was done with Tamiya weathering
pastels.

CONCLUSION
Not a model for the faint hearted but a great addition to the 1/32 WW1 collection.
See https://tommyswar.co.uk/product/tw32veh1-crossley-light-tender-2025/
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TRUMPETER 1/35 DF-21 BALLISTIC MISSILE LAUNCHER (PART 2).
KARL SCAMMELL

In part one, I detailed the assembly and painting of the tractor unit (see June 17 issue). This article will
cover building the trailer and missile canister assembly.
TRAILER ASSEMBLY.
In comparison to the tractor unit the trailer assembly process was relatively straightforward and
painless. The main issues encountered with this stage proved to be cleaning up the individual
components after removing from the sprue and filling in seam lines.

Rear section of trailer

Front section of trailer

The trailer was assembled in two halves, prior to joining these two sections together to form a single
trailer. There were some minor alignment issues during this joining process which I was expecting
after the problems I had
experienced during the
tractor unit build. However,
these were quickly resolved
and the trailer quickly began
to take shape.
Stowage boxes, additional
framework and the leaf
suspension were then added,
before assembling the wheel
axles which I added after the
main trailer has been
sprayed.

Front and rear sections of trailer joined.

#
Trailer primed.
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With the trailer primed, I then sprayed it with a combination of Model Master Russian Green and
Tamiya Dark Green acrylics. The axles and wheel/tyre assemblies were then attached.

Trailer finished.

MISSILE CANISTER
With
the
trailer
complete, it just left the
missile canister to
assemble. In terms of
construction this was
relatively
straightforward,
although cleaning up
the numerous seam
lines on the canister
itself
was
time
consuming.
In terms of cleaning up
the seam lines, it was a
Canister assembly.
case of sanding, filling
and applying primer repeatedly until they had all been removed. Once the seam lines had been dealt
with I then attached a variety of external components.
With most of the external components
added to the canister, another coat of
primer was applied followed by the
top coats as described previously.
The canister was now essentially
complete which just left the leg
assembly to be built, sprayed and
fitted.

Canister seam line clean up
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Next on the list was to apply the decals to the side panels located towards the front of the trailer. I
was a little concerned
at this point as to
whether I could get
the decals to sit and
conform to the panel
because the surface
had both recessed
and raised areas. I
was hoping that the
Canister awaiting another coat of primer

decals would be nice and
soft meaning with the aid of
a setting solution they would
sit neatly on the surface
conforming to the various
raised and recessed areas.
Unfortunately, the decals
proved to be very brittle
(due age) and although I
placed them all, I was very
unhappy with the results. I
have learnt that when faced
with a problem such as this,
it is best to leave it and go
and do something else which
gives you time to ponder on
the problem.

Canister leg assembly prior to clean up.

With the leg assembly fitted to the canister the last parts that required fitting were the hydraulic
cylinders which lift the canister into the launch position. After nine months, the end was now in sight,
albeit with a couple more jobs left to complete prior to finishing.
A couple of hours later, I remembered that within my stash I had a Chinese MBT awaiting build, maybe
I could salvage the situation by substituting the original decals with some spare decals from this kit?
As luck would have it, there were two spare Chinese insignia decals on the sheet so we were in
business. Using a brush, I applied lots of warm water to the applied decals and very quickly I was able
to lift these original decals and replace them with two of the new decals, problem resolved.
I could then complete the final weathering which was just a case of brushing on some light dust
pigment to areas such as the tyres and mudguards etc. In reality, this weapon system due to its
complexity would be kept in a relatively clean condition, therefore excessive weathering was not
required.
The last job was to apply an acrylic matt lacquer to the trailer and canister.
CONCLUSIONS
This is certainly an interesting kit, both in terms of subject manner and build. Would I recommend this
kit, probably not although for the modeller who likes a challenge then this kit ticks the box? In
summary, the detail is good but there are some significant fit issues and a lot of the parts suffered
from significant seam lines although this can be explained to a certain extent by the kits age. It hasn’t
put me off undertaking a kit of this complexity although I would choose a kit that in terms of release
date was relativity recent to hopefully avoid some of the issues I had with this kit.
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PHOTOS OF THE COMPLETED BEAST!
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CLUB DIARY 2017

2017
September 20th

Late Club Night
-Photo Shoot

October 4th
October 18th

Early Club Night
Late Club Night

November 1st
November 15th

December 6th
December 20th

Early Club Night
Annual Competition

October 7th

Bovington Autumn Show (TBC)

November 11th/12th

Scale ModelWorld 2017

November 19th

Middle Wallop Show

November 26th

Bugle Call

Early Club Night
Xmas Night

Next Meeting: Wednesday September 20th

(8pm to 10pm)

CONTACT INFO
Web Site

wwww.romseymodellers.co.uk

Club President
Club Secretary
Magazine Editor
Treasurer
Show Secretary
Competition Secretary

email info@romseymodellers.co.uk

Paul Adams
Tony Adams
Tel: 01794 519153
Tony Adams
Tel: 07736555664
Paul Adams
Mark Husband Tel: 07806 636208
Sean Summers

email: tony@romseymodellers.co.uk
email: ariel.19@hotmail.co.uk

Thank you to this month’s contributors to this publication
Tony Adams
Paul Adams
Karl Scammell

Gray Sharpling
Dave Pogson
Les Cooper
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FINDING US
Ampfield Village
Hall
Morleys Lane
Romsey
Hampshire
SO51 9BJ

BACK ISSUES
For those of you that are new to this publication is it worth noting that a full archive of The Romsey
Modeller (now almost 100 issues) plus its predecessor “Update” are available on our web site at
https://www.romseymodellers.co.uk/magazine

Articles and news are always welcome for inclusion in this magazine. Note all views and information
thus expressed are solely those of the author(s) and do not necessarily represent the views of the
editor or the club as a whole. Copyright: Romsey Modellers 2017
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